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The ablative, quasi-steady expansion of the spherical coronal plasma produced by irradiating an overdense 
pellet by a high-intensity laser pulse, is studied for large ion charge number Z ; . The entire structure of the 
flow and its changes as the laser power is increased, are determined. The instantaneous power W required to 
generate a given ablation pressure Pa and pellet radius rB at any time is determined in terms of Z,-, ion mass 
m,, and critical density; the mass ablation rate is also found. If the time law PB {t) and (consequently) ra {t) for a 
desired optimal compression of the pellet are determined independently, the results allow one to obtain the 
laser power history W[t) = W[Ptl\t),rtt\t),Zj,ml,ne]. For a critical radius much larger than ra, most of the 
energy flows outward; this seems to invalidate known simple estimates of the relation W[Pa). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In order to achieve thermonuclear reactions by means 
of short, intense laser pulses, a pellet must be com-
pressed to very high densities, and have its core heated 
to a high temperature.1 This is only possible if the 
pressure at the pellet surface (the ablation pressure 
Pa) changes in time in a special manner, dependent on 
the type of pellet.2 Clearly, the laser pulse should be 
appropriately shaped. 
As a complement to the results of thorough numerical 
simulations ,3 it would be convenient to have available 
simple, analytical, scaling laws, relating Pa (and may 
be the mass ablation rate) to the laser power Wt and to 
other parameters such as the critical density nc (or 
equivalently the laser wavelength), the pellet radius ra, 
the ion mass mi) and charge number Zt in the expand-
ing corona of the plasma; this requires a careful analy-
sis of the energy flux in the corona. 
The planar problem has recently been studied, al-
lowance being made for unsteady effects and different 
ion and electron temperatures, Ti and Te, and using 
classical heat conduction, absorption at nd, and a laser 
pulse linear in time, for which a self-similar motion 
develops4"7; the evolution of the behavior of both the 
coronal plasma and the dense pellet as the pulse r ise-
time shortens was thoroughly analyzed. 
A steady, spherical corona was considered by Gito-
mer et al. ,8'9 who assumed Tt = T,, absorption at «c, 
and classical heat conduction; unsteady effects were 
allowed for in related numerical computations.10 A 
scale law was given by Caruso11 for the limit rjra 
- <», rc being the critical radius, where n = ne. 
In this paper we re-examine the work of Ref. 8 and 
complete it in four respects: 
(i) We let Te and Tt be different; the time for ion-., 
electron energy relaxation is also the characteristic 
time for electron heat conduction in a quasi-neutral plas-
ma with velocities comparable to the ion-acoustic 
speed. Having T^Ti allows us to properly describe 
how the results depend on Z{. Here, we assume Z{ 
large, decoupling T{ (which nevertheless remains dif-
ferent from T^) from the rest of the problem; the finite 
Z{ case is considered in a companion paper. 
(ii) We properly take into account that for the condi-
tions of interest (a hot too steep pulse initially, and nc 
much less than the pellet density np)5'6 there exists a 
well defined ablation surface; this closes the problem 
in a such a way that, instead of families of solutions 
as in Ref, 8 we arrive at a single universal relation 
between Pa and W, and the parameters ra, nc, mit and 
Z{, the goal of the paper. 
(iii) We find that for W less than a limiting value 
^
l(ra,ne,mi,Zi)i which we determine, the results 
of Ref. 8 are invalid. Our solution for W< W1 is found 
to agree in the limit W/Wl — 0 (when heat conduction 
is restricted to a thin layer) with planar results from 
Ref. 5. 
(iv) We find a value ^*(ra,ncfmi>Zi)} at which the 
faraway plasma experiences a discontinuous transition 
in the way T, decays wity radius r (from 21e.-r"4/3 for 
W< W*t to Te~r~2/7 for W> W*, through the transition 
law Te~r~z/5 for W=W*). This phenomenon, similar 
to one found in planar, unsteady flow,7 is of particular 
relevance for some effects not considered here, such as 
the appearance of a two-temperature electron popula-
tion, the breakdown of quasi-neutrality, etc. 
An important conclusion of our work is that when rj 
ra is large, at the end of the compression, most of the 
energy absorbed at rc flows outward;.this result seems 
to invalidate simple estimates of the relation Pa(W) in . 
spherical geometry.U,1Z 
I I . STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider a single ion-species plasma, and a s -
sume that the flow is quasi-neutral {Zini —ne =n)t 
spherically symmetric, and that the ratio njnp is 
small. To lowest order in an asymptotic expansion 
in that parameter, the density in the corona will go to 
infinity at the pellet surface, and the flow may be as -
sumed steady [the pellet/corona characteristic velocity 
(and therefore the characteristic time) ratio is of order 
(n0/np)1/2 since the momentum fluxes in pellet and cor-
ona, being produced by Pat are comparable].5 The 
mass1 flow rate, being independent of r , and the pres-
sure, being equal to Pa, should remain finite, hence, the 
ion and electron velocities (v{ and ve) and temperatures, 
should vanish at the pellet. Clearly, the collision fre-
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quency {"n/Tf2) approaches infinity at ra, and there the 
heat flux must vanish and both T{/Te and vjve must a p -
proach unity. While tempera tures may differ from 
each other outside the pellet , it may be shown, using 
quasi-neutral i ty, that y ( — ve =v throughout the corona. 
We use class ical values1 3 for the ion-electron energy 
relaxation t ime itei = t -Tze/2/n) and the electron heat 
conductivity (KesKTy2)} and neglect ion conduction and 
the weak variations of the Coulomb logarithm in both 
lei and K, 
In steady flow, mass conservation may be written 
in the form 
nvf=V-, (1) 
where Mis a constant and Airmil^/Zi is the m a s s flow 
ra t e . Using quasi-neutrali ty and neglecting electron 
inertia, the equation for momentum conservation in the 
ion-electron fluid reads 
m,m4z.= -%-[nk(ZlTa + Ti)], dr dr (2) 
where k is Boltzniann's constant. Finally, the electron 
and ion entropy equations a r e , 
nTv dr -^fif^f 
3
 *. zTe-Tf W6( r - rJ 
J-^jt Avr2 
JL.T*LlnZ!l .)
 = i^S^ 
absorption occurs a t the cr i t ical radius given by 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
If Zi is l a rge , the ion p r e s s u r e t e rm may be dropped 
in (2), which, using (1), becomes 
d_ 
dr (M^ntx-m1-(2' 
As seen from (4), the energy exchange t e rm may also 
be dropped in (3) when Z^ is large; using (l) and (2'), 
and integrating from r to an a rb i t r a ry rad ius , we get 
t4j*Z*T. + T™^)=Zl KY2T5/2^~ + e
 dr 
WZ,H(r) 
4TT 
(30 
where H i s the Heaviside function 
H = 0 (r<rc), H=l {r>rc)\ 
to obtain (3'), which is the energy equation for the ion-
electron fluid, we used the conditions v= Te= T5J2dTj 
dr=0 at r=ra. Equation (5) becomes 
V- = Y2cv{rc)nc. 
We must then solve Eqs . (2') and (3'), subject to the 
boundary conditions 
2>° 
HkTjvr2 = Pn 
.at r-
(6) 
(7) 
where the p r e s s u r e , nkTe, was rewri t ten by means of 
(l) , in the form V-kTjr^v. An additional boundary con-
dition is that a s r— °°, Te becomes neither negative nor 
multivalued; th is , together with the requirement of 
vanishing density (and p ressu re ) at infinity, is seen to 
imply 
Te - 0 a s r - <*>. (8) 
Finally, for v not to be multivalued, either the numera-
tor on the right-hand side of (2') must vanish at the iso-
thermal sonic point or this point l ies a t the cr i t ical r a -
dius : either 
1 dTe 
T dr = 0, 
or 
at 
Y„ = r„ 
(9a) 
(9b) 
r=rs(v2s^ZikTes/mi). 
Equations (6)-(9) completely determine the solution of 
the two f i r s t -order equations (2') and (3'), which, for 
given Pa (and %ira,mi,Zi)) involve two eigenvalues, 
M and W. Once v(r) and Te(r) have been found, w a n d / ' ' 
T{ follow from (1), (4), and the boundary condition 
Tt/Te~ l a s r - r a . (10) 
We now introduce the dimensionless variables 
7} = r/ra, 9 = Te/Tr, u=v/(ZikTr/mi)x'2; (11) 
then, Eq. (2') becomes 
2 [} u2) dv ~~ f) dr\ • (12) 
We choose the reference temperature Tr in such a way 
that condition (7) reads "e/u-1 at f]= 1"; then, we have 
T_ = Z< Ptr\ 
and Eq. (3') becomes 
\e + \u2 = m2e*/2^+wa{rl), 
where 
H = 0(ri<vc^rc/ra), H=l (n>vc) 
(13) 
(14) 
k7/Z Mc 
and T]c is given by 
m, V? 
v2MvJ= 
at J ? ^ 1 , 
The boundary conditions a r e 
0 = 0 
8 - 0 a s i ] - « ) , 
either 
2 dln9 
V dv - = o , 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21a) 
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or 
'c 's 
at r\ (u2s = 9). The equation for $t = Tt/TT is 
(21b) 
„2/'JL 2 d&i 
, 2 M do i°m=^ 03/2 
BJQ- 1 as?)-* 1. 
In the next section we solve these equations choosing 
r\c as a free parameter in the range 1 < T)c < °°; for each 
TJC we obtain )3, W, andw(?7c), and then, from (15)-(17), 
we get W, Pa, and M, leading to the relations W(Pa,ra, 
%,^i>zi) [orPtt(Wtrttlnc,mftZt)]*nA M(W,.rtt,nc,m£, 
i l l . GENERAL INTEGRATION OF THE EQUATIONS 
Two points should be noted prior to any further de-
velopment; (i) For H = 0 (?)<%), Eqs. (12) and (14) 
allow us to introduce phase-plane variables 
7=77j3e5/3, M2=u2/9 (22) 
(M is the Mach number based on the isothermal sonic 
speed) obeying the equations 
5(M2+5)' dY 
•=Y + -
dlnr}~~ 4 
dM2/dlnV = M2[SY-(M2 + 5){M2 + l)][2Y(M2-l)]-1, 
and eliminating r\, 
dM2 
dY z2M
2[BY-(M2 + 5)(M2 + l)} 
x [Y{M2 - 1)(4F + 5M2 + 25)]" 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(ii) As pointed out in Ref, 8, t}c cannot be less than r}s: 
^Ve*Va, we must have [see Eq. (21a)] dO/dy^ 28/y\> 0 
at r\s, while d$/dy should be negative beyond t]c. Hence, 
(23)-(25) are valid at least up to the sonic radius. 
A. Absorption beyond the sonic radius {r}c >TIS) 
Equations (18) and (19) imply r = 0,M3=0 at n= 1-
The solution to (25) near the point Y = 0,M2^0, which 
is a nodal point, is M2^CYZ/5; the constant C is r e -
lated to the eigenvalue (3 through the boundary condition 
(19). We then get 
M2 = (Y/j3)2'\ Y«l. (26) 
At the sonic point {M2-!), dM*/dY must remain finite 
to avoid a multivalued solution; that is , the numerator 
on the right-hand side of (25) must vanish [condition 
(21a)], leading to F = 3 / 2 . There is a value of j3 (call 
it 0,) that allows solution (26) to reach the (saddle) 
point Y^Z/2,M2 = l (see Fig. 1). Starting at this point 
and integrating backward toward the node we, numerical-
ly find 0, ^ 11.30. Beyond the point Y= 3/2, the solu-
tion M (Y) is valid up to the critical radius, wherever 
that may be. Once M2{Y) is known, Eq. (23) with the 
boundary condition Y — 0 at v= 1 yields Y{rj)y and then 
u(y) and 9(T)), for V<VC. They are given, together with 
6{ in Fig. 2. The sonic point occurs at Vs~i-2l5^i]si. 
A simple estimate of TJS1 may be obtained by noting that 
for 1 < n =£ 7}sl, we have 0 < u2/B « 1 and therefore 
frl: \dn/ * \2 2 28 } 
yielding, for some intermediate a, 
0e5 /3=5a(7)-l)/77; 
at the sonic point we also have 30 — (firi285/2)28/ri} so 
that finally 1.20<7}5, = l + 3/5a< 1.24. 
For any chosen value of rj0>t]sit F ig- 2 yields both 
u(\) and e(%). Equations (12) and (14) could then be 
integrated, starting at %, if the eigenvalue W were 
known; W is determined by the boundary condition (20). 
To carry out the numerical integration it is actually 
more convenient to start at large r\ and integrate back-
ward. 
Let us then consider the behavior of the solution for 
large V, well beyond %.' It was found in Ref. 8 that 8 
could decay either as 8-rj'4/3 (adiabatic flow) or 8 
~y~2/7, this second case seeming to be the real one for 
large enough rjc. We find however that; (i) there exists 
FIG. 1. Integral curves in the phase-
plane M2 — Y (dashed curves a r e sche-
matic) . 
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a third decay law, 9~i}~2/5_, and (ii) there is a transition 
value ?i* such that if \<i)*i then 
u
2
-2W?-5e; 
- 2 ^ - 4 ( 3 , 0 ^ 7 7 - 1 6 0 ; 
fl*(35/#lTj)a'5, M 2-2W*^-i20, 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
where W* = W(rg). We find numerically that 77*^2.05, 
W* « 5.55. If T/C is less than, but close to f}*, Cx is 
large and the approximation (27) breaks down for r\ 
= 0(C}5/14), the solution taking the form (29) for % 
«i)«C\5/14. Similarly for % larger than, but close 
to TJ*, C2 is small, and (28) breaks down for v 
~0(C?5'4), (29) being valid for rjc^<7?«C235/4. The 
regions of validity of (27) and (28) are removed to 
infinity as %-V%~ 0" (C x - °°) and TJC -TJ* - 0+ (C2 
— 0), respectively. More details of the transition are 
discussed in the Appendix. 
Then, to perform the integration for the range V 
>V(.> one chooses some arbitrary value of Cx in (27), 
and sweeps over a convenient W range until a value is 
found for which 0(rj) and K(TJ) meet the curves in Fig. 2 
at a common 7j, which will be %. Similar procedures 
are followed to use (28) and (29). 
B. Absorption at the sonic radius {%=%)• 
The eigenvalue W decreases with decreasing TJC. 
When %~%i - 1.215, W takes the limiting value Wl 
— 1.86, Since Vc cannot be less than vs> one must have 
V0 = Tis<Vsi for W<Wl. Then, to obtain the solution for 
10' 
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this range, one choos.es an arbitrary-sonic point Mz= 1, 
Y< 3/2 (see Fig. 1) and integrates toward the node 
Y— 0, M2 —0; in this way, a value £< 3, is determined 
in (26). Once M2(Y) is known, Kq. (23) may be solved, 
yieldingM(T)), 0fa) for n ^Vsy and aAvalue Vs<Vsl is 
found. Since now V0~Vsf the integration beyond T/S 
proceeds as in Sec. Ill A. 
Complete results for fi(vc), W(yc), andw(j?c) are given 
in Fig. 3. Also shown for.later reference is the ratio 
of ablation pressure Pa to critical pressure Pc 
= nJiTjrc). From Fig. 3 and Eqs. (15)-(17), P a , W, 
and M can be obtained as functions of TJC. Finally, we 
arrive at W(Pa) and M(Pa), shown in Figs. 4 and 5; for 
convenience, PAW) is shown in Fig, 6. 
IV. THE LOW-POWER {%-+V LIMIT 
At the beginning of the pulse, the critical surface will 
lie close to the pellet, that is , TJ — 1. Figure 3 shows 
M 
that £ — 0 as \— 1; as seen in Eqs. (12) and (14) heat 
conduction is restricted, for small /3, to a thin layer 
where the gradients are large, the flow outside being 
isentropic: 
I 
l - -2Y u2/ dv~ V drf ' 
%e+±u2 = w. 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
The solution to Eqs. (30) and (31) is 
u
2/3(2W-u2)=5An-*/\ 
9{2W-^B)l/s=,Ai]-i/5 , 
where A is a constant. It should be noted that the flow 
velocity can be less than the isentropic sound speed 
(u2< 50/3) nowhere in this region because, otherwise, 
from 
5 ^ = du
2 
dr\ 
( 2 0 0 / 3 ^ 
K 3 - 5 0 / 3 (34) 
in2 
'. * 
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FIG, 6. Ablation pressure versus laser power. 
which follows from (30) and (31), we would get a posi-
tive dB/df] value. We thus have a supersonic and isen-
tropic expansion to vacuum, that can only start from 
sonic or_supersonic conditions. 
In the thin, nonisentropic layer, the first term on the 
right-hand side of (30), arising from spherical geo-
metry, may be dropped against the second one. An 
immediate integration then yields 
(35) tf + e=u 
One 
(36) 
where the condition 6/u = l a t n = l has been used, 
easily verifies that both u and 8 are of order unity 
throughout the layer; hence, its width will be of the 
order of £. Defining r} = (ri~l)/0, Eq. (14) becomes 
df\ 2 . 2.; 
Equations (35) and "(36) have been studied in Ref. 7. 
The solution to (35) valid up to terms of order of 0, is 
w=! [ l± . ( l -40 ) i / 2 ] . (37) 
Since the maximum of 8 must lie at the critical radius, 
the lower (upper) sign corresponds to fj< % (f}> %), and 
0.^1/4, « c = l / 2 (Ref. 7); the flow is indeed (isotherm -
ally) sonic at the critical surface. Using (37) in (36) we 
get 
n = f\5/2(^x + j[l±(l~lx)1/2T-WHydx. (38) 
The value ?7e-?5(l/4)^4.66x 10"3 is obtained from (38) 
with the lower sign and H s 0. The function F($) = 50/2 
+ {[1 + (l - 4#)1/2]2}/8 presents a maximum 25/32 at 8 
= 15/64. On the other hand, the denominator of (38) 
must vanish when f)-* <*>; hence, we should have 24/32 
=^(1/4) ^W <sF(l5/64)= 25/32.. This inequality, togetli-
er with (37), leads to the condition that u2/8 lie between 
5/3 and unity when fj — <». Matching the inner (?) — *>) 
and the outer (n - 1 - 0) solutions for uz/8 then yields 
H
2/ft = 5/3, that i s , the Chapman-3ouguet condition 
(sonic flow) behind the thin conduction layer is satis-
fied7; also, we find W= 25/32. 
Using (16) and (17), together with Vc-l, u(vc)^l/2, 
W= 25/32, we finally arrive at 
W = 47!rial25/32)(2Zi/n0mi)ifiPl/2. 
The inner (subsonic) and the outer (supersonic) solu-
tions can be matched smoothly, analyzing an inter-
mediate layer, at the transonic region, where T) » 1 
but v - 1 « 1 ; therefore, we shall take £ = € (/3) • fi of 
V order unity with e ( 0 ) « l , and thus, r\ - l = (|3/€)£ with 
j3/e — 0. The dependent variables 6 and u2 and the, 
eigenvalue W differ from their isentropic sonic val-
ues, 15/64, 25/64, and 25/32, respectively, in terms 
of the order of e. Defining the expansions in powers of 
e 
e=(15/64)(l+6 0 1 + € 2 0 2 + - ' - ) , 
M2 = (25 /64 ) (1+€W 1 + € V J + - - - ) , 
#=(25/32)(l +eWl + ezW2+ • ••), 
and, by substitution into Eqs. (12) and (14), we get 
d^uJZ^AWJZ, (39) 
for the terms of order € in both equations (the order • 
unity terms reduce to an identity), and 
$2 + w2/3 + Z9\ - 6W x8-<2k = C3, (40) 
for the terms of order e2, respectively. It can easily 
be shown, from Eq. (12), that e =/31 / s (the small pa-
rameter of the asymptotic theory of transonic flow14). 
The constants W1 andC3 can be obtained from the match-
ing of (39) and (40), for £ - 0, with the solution (35) 
(independent of i) and valid up to terms of order fi) 
thereby obtaining W1 = C3=0. The remaining equation 
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which follows from (40) and (41), must have the asymp-
totic behavior Bx - «o for Z- 0, and &$Jd% - 0 for £ 
— «*, in order to match correctly with the subsonic and 
supersonic regions, respectively. These two con-
ditions provide the value of the integration constant and 
the eigenvalue W2, Solution of (42) can be carried out in 
terms of the Airy functions giving W2~9.34x 10"2, and 
then W= (25/32)[l +3 . 345{??ff - 1 ) 2 / 3 + • • • ] , in terms of 
\ instead of (S, using the fj value. 
V. THE HIGH-POWER it}e-*•<*>) LIMIT 
Near the end of the compression the pellet radius is 
expected to become a small fraction of the critical ra-
dius, that is , \— «>. In this limit, some simple analy-
tical results may be obtained. 
To determine u(r]c) and 0(%) for large \ it will suffice 
to obtain the asymptotic solution to Eqs. (23)-(25) for 
large rj. Since 9 increases up to %, it is clear that 
Y— «oasi?-"° (see Fig. 2), In addition, it is easily 
shown that M2/Y-~ 0 as Y -~ <*>; in fact, we have roughly 
A^-lnY. Therefore, in the lowest approximation, Eq. 
(23) becomes dY/dlny~Y, which implies Yfr\ = const. 
Then, Eq. (22) yields 0-const 3 0., as TJ- *•. On the 
other hand, (25) becomes rfM2/^r^4M2/[r(M2 - 1)], 
whose solution is 41nF-M2 + lnM2 = const; using (22) 
and 9 - 0„ we arrive at u2 - &„ lnw2 - 40„ \nV — const; 
the constant being -3.94 and 0„ being 0.992, found nu-
merically. 
The approximation u2- 40eoln7j, used in Ref. 8, is 
only valid for V unrealistically large; in that case one 
finds, for the next approximation, 9 ** 9„ - (2 Inn)/ 
(ypjffc/*). It is clear therefore that for \ large, and 
neglecting terms of order n"1 lnne against unity, we may 
set 
0ff~0s~O.992 , 
u\ - 6n lnw* - 49* lnve - const ** -3.94 . (43) 
To analyze the range w> ijcf for vc large, we define 
7J=v/%, 9~=9/ea,u = u/uc, u2c/9c = Ml. Then, from (12) 
and (14), we get 
(5g + JM»i?) 2W 4 „ r f ( g * » ) 
~ A « + 7 ^ < V V„ dv 
(44) 
(45) 
Notice that M2c~\a?\ct for T)C large. We formally con-
sider M2 and r\e independent parameters and expand the 
solution to (44) and (45).in powers of TJ"1, retaining the 
entire dependence on M2: $ = $0(rj) + •Q?61(y)+ • • •, u2 
=ul(r})+v:1u21{n)+---, W/%=W0 + %1W1 + ---t obtain-
ing successively 
M 2 - ^ dig 40r 2dffn 
, M * ( l ) = l , 
5,1(l) = fflH = o. 
tee0+M*ui\ 
The equations for 60, 6lt e tc . , which are of first order 
must satisfy two boundary conditions each; this allows 
us to determine W0, Wlf ..., etc. Proceeding 
straightforwardly we arrive at 
> = V 
~ - 2 / 7 _ V 
W0={2/Wl9l/2, 
[ ( ^ / 1 5 ) + 1 F S / 8 - ( M C M 0 ) V 1 5 
F5/7 
w 
572 f( 2% 3 / 7 Jffggfr) fl\\d* e. y «* 
[/(il^)- l as M2-<*>]. Hence, we get 
H7 -(2/7))31T,c0^2 + («y2)/(M2) + • - • , 
fl^., uc and M 2 ^ 2 / ^ being given by (43). This asymptot-
ic behavior is shown in Fig. 3. 
Retaining only the first term in (46), and eliminating 
M between (16) and (17) we arrive at 
(46) 
" - ' & ( % & ) • 
Note that uc depends on vc, and therefore (15) must be 
used together with (16) and (17) to entirely eliminate 
Vg. and u; this introduces the constant K in the relation 
Pa(W) or W{Pj. However, uc depends very weakly on 
T)e; therefore, the ablation pressure is practically in-
dependent of k, as in planar, steady flow.s 
VI . DISCUSSION 
We have studied the ablative, steady expansion of 
the spherical coronal plasma produced by irradiating 
an overdense pellet by a high-intensity laser pulse. 
We assumed quasi-neutrality, absorption at the cr i -
tical density, classical heat conduction, and large ion 
charge number, and let the ion and electron tempera-
tures differ from each other. We have found a univer-
sal relation, shown in Fig. 4 (and Fig. 6 too), between 
ablation pressure Pa> laser power W, pellet radius 
ra , critical density nci ion mass m ; , and charge num-
ber Z.. We also found the mass ablation rate in terms 
of these parameters (Fig. 5). 
For a given target, one may determine, by neglecting 
the mass ablation rate, the time law for the ablation 
pressure, Pa(t), that generates an optimal compres-
sion; this will be called the inner problem and has been 
studied elsewhere.15 Its solution yields the pellet rad-
ius as a function of time, ra{t), too. The present paper 
solves what we will call the outer problem: Consider-
ing the expansion flow to be quasi-steady (a good ap-
proximation for ne much less than pellet density), we 
determine for given, instantaneous, Pa and ra, the laser 
power required ^{Paira,n0,Zi)mi). Hence, for any 
pellet, we can, using Fig. 4, obtain the laser power •= 
history that generates an optimal compression 
W(t)=Vi{Pa{t)1rll{t),ne,Zi>mi}. 
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Our solution provides the small mass ablation rate 
(Fig. 5), which can then be used to obtain a corrected 
solution for the inner problem, if desired; for powers 
high enough to yield rc/ra & 1.215 (rc is the critical ra -
dius), the mass ablation rate takes a particularly 
simple form (see Fig. 5). 
For ^ / r 0 < 1.215, we find the flow sonic at r0. In 
the model considered here, in which absorption occurs 
at a surface, the sonic condition leads to infinite accel-
eration; in reality, absorption may occur in a thin layer 
around the critical surface, and large accelerations will 
result. A consequence of this, is a fast drop in density 
in that region. The ions, which are being heated by 
collisions with electrons, will then experience a sudden 
cooling. This is clearly seen in Fig. 7, where Ti first 
increases with radius, cools suddenly around the sonic 
critical surface, and then heats up again. 
It should be noted that in steady flow the plasma vel-
ocity far from the pellet approaches a constant, and is 
only a function of the instantaneous value of W (or Pa). 
For fast rising laser pulses, as required for the isen-
tropic compression of homogeneous pellets, the plasma 
ablated at late times in the pulse may catch up with 
plasma ablated earlier; a (collisionless) shock may 
thus form in the low-density corona. 
The use of classical heat conduction limits the validity 
of the results to moderate powers. In this respect we 
found that below a certain power W*, the temperature 
Te drops fast beyond the critical surface, while above 
W* the decay is much slower. Since the mean-free-
path is proportional to T2, the plasma beyond r c , for 
W> W*} should soon become collisionless, We find 
that for W — W*, the laser intensity <£> = W/4xr2 takes 
the value 
where wz, is Ai times the proton mass mp; taking Z:/ 
*-«(ST/,(*r mz;)] $TJT > 
FIG. 7. Dimeiisionless squared velocity and temperatures 
versus dimensiooiess radius for a given cri t ical radius (TJC 
1.015), equal to the sonic r ad ius . 
A , * 1/2, Z f - lO , r c ^ 5 0 o fi, andw^lO 2 
M light) we obtain 
d>*~2.3xl01 4W/cm2 . 
cm (1.06 
It appears that when a flux limiter3 is needed and used 
the solution is modified, although quantitative correc-
tions to the present results are small if the flux limiter 
lies within the range usually considered. 
If Zi is not large, the ion energy is not decoupled 
from the other equations, making the analysis more in-
volved, although no large correction seems to follow., 
Figure 6 shows Pa normalized with the ablation pres-
sure of steady, planar flow, using iV/4itr^ instead of 
W/Air7^.t in the expression for the laser intensity. As 
the power increases, the normalized pressure first 
drops slightly and then goes up very slowly, but always 
stays close to unity. Note that Pa~w1/3 always. This 
result invalidates the hypothesis of Caruso11 that, for 
rc/ra » 1, nc would be an ignorable parameter. We find that 
for rc/ra » 1 most of the energy flows outward; this unex-
pected result explains the failure of Caruos's hypothe-
sis, that leads to pressures much larger than those 
found here. Estimates of ablation pressure,12 assuming 
flux limited conduction, give values of Pa> WJY^I% 
times larger than found here. 
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APPENDIX 
The heat to internal-energy-convection flow ratio 
, \KT5e/2dTe/dr\ 
r
 inkTev 
is a measure of the nonisentropic character of the flow. 
It is easily verified, using Eqs. (27)-(29), that as r\ 
0 - 7 / 3 , W = W*} 
Thus at W=W*t heat conduction goes discontinuously 
from negligible to dominant at vanishing density. 
For f\» 7}c > 1, the Mach number u2/8 is negligible and 
Eq. (12) becomes 
dV 
46 
V 
ML 
dV 
(Al) 
Let us define phase-plane variables 
M2 = (2W-u2)/8, 7 = j 3 ^ 5 / 2 ; 
then, from Eqs. (Al) and (14), we obtain 
dM2 &-M2)(l-M2/2)-4Y 
dY Y2 + 5Y{5-M2)/4 (A2) 
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The asymptotic solutions given in Eqs. (27)-(29) are 
represented by the points (Y^0,M2 = 5))(Y* ^}M2/Y 
= 4/7) ,(r = 35/4,J&a = 12); the first two are saddle 
points of (A2) and the third is a node. For W<W*, the 
solution, in the (Y,M2) plane starts at Y=QtM^ =5 
(large 17) and goes over to the node Y— 35/4, M2 = 12 ' 
(as 7] decreases). Similarly, for W > W*t the solution 
comes from infinity (M2/Y—A/l) toward the node as 
TJ decreases. 
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